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Welcome to the April 2011
      Premium Edition of The Dollar Vigilante

 

Volume I, Issue 10 / April 2011

Dear fellow Dollar Vigilante,

It has been another action packed month and another large edition of TDV lies in front of you.  Earthquakes, tsunamis,
nuclear meltdowns, riots and war, just to name a few things that happened in the month of March.  So, let's get right
down to business.

In this month's edition of TDV we tackle the following topics:

The Federal Reserve Note is Dead, Long Live the Dollar
The US federal government posted its largest monthly deficit in history in February
US Government Mandatory Spending Officially Exceeds Revenues - 48 Years Ahead of Govt Projections
A Look at how the Japanese Earthquake affects the Uranium Industry, the Yen and the Nikkei
How to Avoid Getting Caught in Another Crash Like the One in 2008, by Following the Money... Supply
A Gold Bubble?  Where?  More Proof that we are not in a Gold Bubble
Ed Bugos Features a New Stock Addition to our Portfolio - an Emerging Gold Producer with Projects in Nevada that
he Believes has 10-bagger Potential
We Feature An Almost Completely Unknown South American Country That We Consider an Absolute Hidden Gem
for Expatriation
Private Parts Gives Us the Inside Scoop on the "Kill Squad" in Afghanistan
In Health we Feature 3 All-Natural Substances That Can Greatly Increase Your Quality of Life

And, as always, much, much more!

For those who live in Calgary I will be speaking at the Calgary Resource Investment Conference in the main Speaker
Hall at 2pm on Saturday, April 9th and will also be doing a Workshop with an extended question and answer period at
11am on Sunday, April 10th (see full agenda here).  If you are at the show, please say hello.  We always enjoy meeting
fellow dollar vigilantes.

Thanks, as always, for subscribing and being a part of our community of dollar crash survivors!

Regards,

Jeff Berwick

Chief Editor
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  The Big Picture
    by Jeff Berwick

 

 “Somewhere along the line we’re going to have a tipping point for the dollar, then, it’s all over.  I thought it would
happen in a few years; maybe it’s going to happen in a few weeks.” – Jim Rogers – March 17, 2011

THE FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE DOLLAR

In 1520, Count Hieronymus Schlick of Bohemia began minting silver coins known as Joachimsthalers, named for
Joachimstal (today called Jáchymov in the Czech Republic), where the silver was mined.  In German, thal or tal refers to
a valley or dale.  Therefore, translated, the coins meant "Jachymov Valley".  His  "Joachimsthaler" was later shortened
in common usage to taler or thaler and this shortened word eventually found its way into English as dollar.

The coins minted at Joachimsthal soon lent their name to other coins of similar size and weight from other places. The
Dutch lion dollar, carried by Dutch traders was popular in the Dutch East Indies as well as in the Dutch New Netherland
Colony (New York) and the Thirteen Colonies as well as circulating throughout the Middle East in the 17th and 18th
centuries.

http://finance.yahoo.com/tech-ticker/breakout-exclusive-jim-rogers-may-buy-u.s.-dollar-as-it-nears-%22tipping-point%22-536042.html?tickers=^ixic,^gspc,^dji&sec=topStories&pos=9&asset=&ccode=
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thirteen_Colonies


US Gold Certificate - Click to Enlarge

Backside of US $1 Bill - Click to Enlarge

Mission Accomplished - Click to Enlarge

By the mid-18th century, the lion dollar had been replaced by the Spanish "pieces of eight" which were distributed
widely in the Spanish colonies in the New World and in the Philippines.  Pieces of eight (so-called because they were
worth eight "reals" - eight reals = 1 silver peso) became known as Spanish dollars in the English-speaking world
because of their similarity in size and weight to the earlier Thaler coins.

The Americans took the dollar sign ($) from the pieces of eight, as well (see image here).  There is no agreed upon
date or place from whence the dollar sign came but the most commonly held theory is that it derives from the Spanish
coat of arms engraved on the Spanish colonial silver coins, the "Real de a ocho" or Spanish dollars that were in
circulation in the Spanish colonies in America and Asia. The Spanish dollars were also legal tender in the English
colonies in North America, which later became part of the U.S. and Canada.

US dollars were backed by gold and known as gold certificates from 1882-
1933.  Dollars backed by silver lasted longer, known as silver certificates, and
were in circulation from 1878 to 1964.

However, both have been usurped by the Federal Reserve Note.  A
completely fiat, non-free market currency.  A currency in which, “This Note is
Legal Tender for All Debts, Public and Private” needs to be inscribed and
backed up by the full force of the government’s guns in order to make it a
currency used in regular life.

Also printed on each Federal Reserve Note is a pyramid with the Eye of
Providence (a Freemasonry symbol) on it.  Odd, one might think, considering
the US has no connection to pyramids built around the world – the closest
built inside the US are the Mississippian Platform Mounds.  As well, no one
seems to question why “Novus ordo seclorum” is written below it.  Novus ordo
seclorum translates to “a new order of the ages”.

This new order, the one that has made possible every major war since the
founding of the Federal Reserve, impoverished countless millions and
destroyed untold wealth, is coming to an end.  The Federal Reserve Note will
be lucky to survive past the 100th birthday of the Federal Reserve Act, on
December 23, 2013. Thank god.

The Federal Reserve Note is dead.  Long live the dollar.

INSIDE THE US

A lot of attention has been focused on other parts of the world in the last month – something that Kommissar Obama
must be thankful for.

The Japanese quake, tsunami and nuclear situation (more on that below)
have taken the markets gaze off of the coming US Government default or US
dollar hyperinflation for the time being.  And, just in case that wasn’t enough,
Nobel Peace Prize winner Obama decided to begin carpet bombing yet
another country, in Libya.

The US federal government posted its largest monthly deficit in history in
February at $223 billion, according to the Congressional Budget Office.  That
figure tops last February’s record of $220.9 billion, and marks the 29th
straight month the government has run in the red — a modern record – and
one with no end in sight.

The biggest near term issue is the coming end of Ben Shalom Bernanke and his Politburo’s second try at making his
laboratory, crackpot Keynesian money printing work (QE2), scheduled for June.
For the last decade the biggest purchasers of US Government debt have been, in this order, The Federal Reserve,
China, Japan and the oil exporters.

There has been talk that China owns about $300
billion more than thought previously and that the “UK”
owns $300 billion less.  It is difficult/impossible to know
exactly who owns what but in the last month estimates
have been that China’s holdings are closer to $1.2
trillion and the UK’s are around $200 billion.
This is all due to the difficulty of tracking who owns
what and where.  In this example, they are saying that
the Chinese owned more Treasuries than previously
thought in accounts based out of the UK.

Nonetheless, it doesn’t change the big picture.  And
that picture is that the Federal Reserve is still the
largest holder of US Government debt – a complete
absurdity.  The Chinese do not appear to be buying
at the same pace as they did in the past.  Japan may
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not sell bonds (they may instead just print the Yen
needed for reconstruction) but it is safe to assume you won’t see the Japanese Government actively buying Treasury
Bonds anytime in the near future.

That leaves the oil exporters – and everyone is aware of how much of the North African and Middle East oil rich
countries are in a state of flux, to say the least.

Even the world’s largest private traditional buyer of US Government bonds, Pacific Investment Management Co.
(Pimco), has sold all of their bonds.

Pimco founder, Bill Gross, stated, "[I have] been selling Treasuries because they have little value within the context of a
$75 trillion total debt burden... Unless entitlements are substantially reformed, I am confident that this country will
default on its debt," but "not in conventional ways."

US Government Mandatory Spending Officially Exceeds Revenue

Another nail has been hammered into the US Government's coffin.  The White House Office of Management and
Budget projects that in the current fiscal year (2011), mandatory spending alone will exceed all federal receipts.

In other words, with the current budget, there is zero income to pay for the following "discretionary" expenses:

$663.7 billion – Department of Defense (including Overseas Contingency Operations)
$78.7 billion – Department of Health and Human Services
$72.5 billion – Department of Transportation
$52.5 billion – Department of Veterans Affairs
$51.7 billion – Department of State and Other International Programs
$47.5 billion – Department of Housing and Urban Development
$46.7 billion – Department of Education
$42.7 billion – Department of Homeland Security
$26.3 billion – Department of Energy
$26.0 billion – Department of Agriculture
$23.9 billion – Department of Justice
$18.7 billion – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
$13.8 billion – Department of Commerce
$13.3 billion – Department of Labor
$13.3 billion – Department of the Treasury
$12.0 billion – Department of the Interior
$10.5 billion – Environmental Protection Agency
$9.7 billion – Social Security Administration
$7.0 billion – National Science Foundation
$5.1 billion – Corps of Engineers
$5.0 billion – National Infrastructure Bank
$1.1 billion – Corporation for National and Community Service
$0.7 billion – Small Business Administration
$0.6 billion – General Services Administration
$19.8 billion – Other Agencies
$105 billion – Other

Even if all of those departments were cut 100% (an excellent idea, by the way), the US Government would still be in a
deficit.

Government projections once again proves to be slightly off the mark.  On page 25 of the Fiscal Year 2009 budget
outlook they predicted that “if left unchanged, mandatory spending alone is projected to exceed total projected
Government receipts in approximately 50 years.”

They were only off by about 48 years.

JAPAN: NUKES, YEN & THE NIKKEI 

We have entered into a world of rapid change – in every respect.  Take a pause to reflect.  A little over 100 years ago
automobiles and airplanes did not exist.  Consider that only 30 years ago, five of the largest 24 companies in the U.S.
in terms of market cap – Apple, Microsoft, Cisco, Google, and Oracle either hadn’t gone public or didn’t even exist.
 Twenty years ago the internet did not exist.  Seven years ago, Facebook didn’t exist.  Four years ago, Apple’s iPhone
didn’t exist.  Three years ago, Bear Stearns still existed and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were still sort-of ongoing
enterprises.  One year ago and Greece was doing just fine as far as most could tell.  Sixty days ago there was not a
peep of trouble in the Arab states.  Two months ago and no one worried too much about Portugal.  30 days ago, Hosni
Mubarak was still happily installed as the US puppet in Egypt.  Two weeks ago Muammar Gadaffi was happily dictating
in Libya, free from a “willing coalition” of bombs.

On top of all these manmade changes came a natural disaster on March 11th when Japan was hit by one of the largest
earthquakes ever recorded and soon after deluged with a massive tsunami.

Nuclear

What is it that scares people so much about nuclear?  In the sixty year history of nuclear power there has only been

http://www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy09/pdf/budget/outlook.pdf


two accidents and both occurred in the Soviet Union. The first happened in the 1940s, when no one knew what they
were doing. People were apparently handling fissile uranium with their hands!  The other, of course, was Chernobyl -
another communist government built Soviet reactor that was junk by even standards of the day.  Anyone who has flown
Cubana Airlines on their 50 year old Soviet aircraft knows it is a miracle it even worked at all.

Americans always bring up the accident at the still operating, problem-free, Three Mile Island (currently creating
electricity enough to power 800,000 households).  Zero deaths.  Not even any injuries!  Yet, just a few days ago, a
small group of people held a “vigil” at the reactor site in Middletown, Pennsylvania, to remember the 32nd anniversary
of this event which hurt or killed nobody.  Never forget the day no one died – but they maybe could have!

Despite zero deaths currently attributable to the ongoing problems at the Fukushima Daiichi power plant the world’s
media continues to focus on it with abandon.

TDV holds 5% of its portfolio in uranium stocks and while
we were up over 100% until recently our holding of the
Global Uranium Fund (TSX:GUR) took a major hit after
the Japanese earthquake.

We are still up 32%, from our purchase at $2.14 in
September, but the entire sector has taken a big hit.

The question, however, is this: Does an energy starved
world have the ability to survive without nuclear energy?

Currently nuclear power provides 13-14% of the world’s
electricity and is by far the cleanest, most reliable,
cheapest form of mass energy production.

In China, their demand for energy is so high that they are
building two new coal plants every week and are building
27 of the 62 new nuclear plants under construction worldwide. China has even more on the drawing board, with longer-
term plans to have 100 reactors as it expands its nuclear capacity from 10.8 gigawatts to 86GW by 2020.

China stated that they are putting nuclear permitting plans on hold after the Japanese nuclear event but most market
participants are now well aware of how the Chinese Government likes to use the media to manipulate the market prices
of commodities it either produces or consumes.  We commented on this in our March 17th blog.

It is also important to remember that of the 65 nuclear power plants under construction today, only 3 are in G7
countries – the type of countries that have rabid environmental lobby groups (mostly funded by the big oil companies).

As well, despite Angela Merkel’s ridiculous action to immediately shutter nuclear power plants that had been running
fine for decades because of fears that a massive earthquake and tsunami could hit Germany, 425 of the world’s 443
nuclear power reactors are still operating. And, despite China’s warning about reviewing all permitting, China, Russia,
South Korea, and the United States have announced they will press forward with ambitious plans for increased
electricity output from nuclear power. 

It is also important to keep in mind that only 70% of overall uranium demand came from mine production in 2010.  For
years the shortfall of mine supply has been met by sovereign stockpiles and secondary supplies, mainly through
conversion of Russian heavy enriched uranium into nuclear reactor fuel. Stockpiles and secondary supply are declining
rapidly with the Russian program scheduled to end in 2013.

Yes, Fukushima could easily be renamed FUBAR-shima at this point.  It is a big mess.  No doubt about it.  Does it mean
that humanity should not use nuclear power anymore?  Hardly.  Should we not build and keep 40 year old nuclear
reactors on one of the world’s most active fault systems (hello, California?) and put it, for all intents and purposes, on
the beach in a place where the word tsunami was invented?  Of course not.

Buy uranium stocks now.  Barring any unforeseen major deterioration in Japan the great majority of the ADD (attention
deficit disorder) public won’t even remember the Japanese tsunami six months from now.  Look how quickly the BP Gulf
of Mexico oil spill, which occurred less than a year ago, was wiped from people's memories - and this even at a time
when illness from the spraying of Corexit is still a massive health issue in the Gulf states.

Yen

Central banks, worldwide, are the new super heroes.  Have a big
problem?  They’ll be there in a flash to print more money to save the
world!

In the days following the Japan earthquake the Japanese Yen went up
dramatically as insurance companies and other Japanese
corporations repatriated money they had outside the country back
into Japan to help pay for insurance claims and reconstruction.

That’s not how the governments and central banks saw things,
however.  As always, the lowly, despicable “speculator” was trotted out for his regular beating.

Japan's deputy finance minister, Fumihiko Igarashi, stated:

http://photoblog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2011/03/28/6360531-vigil-at-three-mile-island-marks-32nd-anniversary-of-nuclear-accident
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"G7 countries agreed that if we caved in to such speculators that took advantage of people's misfortunes, the
Japanese economy would be ruined and the whole world economy would be harmed…Our stance remains
unchanged that we will take decisive steps against speculators who act like sneaky thieves at a scene of a fire.”

The biggest manipulators of currencies, by far, are the central banks and governments themselves as they showed by
pumping tens of billions of dollars of funny money into the system to ensure that the market could not achieve a real
price for the value of the Yen.

Nikkei

The amount pumped into the Yen market paled in comparison, however, to the unprecedented amount of “liquidity” the
Bank of Japan (BoJ) pumped into the Japanese stock market in the days following the earthquake.

The BoJ pumped in a massive amount of Yen into the Nikkei market, rumored to be as high as ¥55,600,000,000,000
($660 billion) in the four days following the earthquake.

This is, simply, a massive amount of money pumped into the stock market – again, with the result of ensuring that
prices cannot adapt to changes in the real world.

During the last major earthquake in Japan, the Kobe earthquake in 1995, the BoJ did not aggressively pump money
into the markets as can be seen by the following chart lent to us by friend and fellow newsletter writer, Steven Saville of
The Speculative Investor:

The Nikkei, after the quake in 1995 trended down from highs near 19,000 to a low near 14,500, six months later but by
the end of the year the market had completely recovered and were at highs for the year.

http://www.speculative-investor.com


Given that the Japanese stock market is not being allowed to sell-off, and the fact that Japan's stock market offers
much better value today than it did in 1995, a purchase of the Japanese stock market (easiest through the iShares
MSCI Japan Index NYSE: EWJ) looks like a fairly straightforward bet, at least for the near term.

An equal and opposite bet against Japanese Government Bonds, given their indebtedness situation, would also make
sense given that the BoJ appears to be ready and willing to print money in massive amounts – thereby destroying the
value of the Yen.

FOLLOW THE MONEY….SUPPLY

No one ever forgets big stock market crashes.  Still to this day, people talk about Black Monday.  On October 19, 1987,
the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) dropped by 508 points to 1738.74 (22.61%).

In retrospect, however, it doesn’t look like much.  In actuality, the DJIA closed up on the year in 1987.  It opened on
January 2, 1987, at 1,897 points and would close on December 31, 1987, at 1,939 points. However, the DJIA did not
regain its August 25, 1987 closing high of 2,722 points until almost two years later. 

Investors in junior gold mining shares can only look at Black Monday as being a dream come true compared to the
nightmare they went through from July to December of 2008.

The TSX Venture exchange is a good proxy for the junior mining sector.  From peak to trough the TSX-V Composite
Index dropped from over 2,500 to under 700 in 5 months for a total loss of 72%.

http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=ewj&ql=1


Many junior gold mining shares were down 80-95%.  It was truly a bloodbath.

Very few people predicted that crash in junior gold mining shares.  TDV Senior Analyst, Ed Bugos, was one of the few
who did.  He had sold the majority of his gold shares and was short the overall stock market in 2008.

How did he see it coming?  He uses a wealth of indicators as well as his years of experience and intuition, but one of
the biggest warning bells ringing, in his opinion, was the money supply.

M1, M2 are Meaningless – the Austrian Money Supply is the one to watch

Money supply numbers published by the Federal Reserve are not good gauges for the true money supply (for more
details on this, see the TDV Blog on January 21, 2011 – “What is the True Money Supply”).

The Austrian Money Supply numbers, computed by Ed Bugos and included in the TDV Charts at the top of each issue
are a much better gauge of the real money supply in the US.

Look at the money supply prior to the financial crisis and crash of 2008.  After exploding to the upside after the tech
bubble collapse and 9/11 to nearly 20% per annum it slowly drifted down until, by 2007, the money supply was barely
expanding at all in the US.

After the collapse of 2008, Ben Bernanke fired up the helicopters and has goosed the money supply again to nearly
20% YOY growth in 2009 and after a slight drop it is again making its way up to nearly 15% YOY at present.

Man on the Street

In attending a number of conferences in recent months and talking to a lot of investors, from the junior to the most
experienced bigtime investors, almost everyone fears the “next big crash”.

But, a large crash in the near term in the junior gold mining shares is quite unlikely.  Why?

• Large, game-changing stock market crashes are rarely ever followed by secondary large crashes.  The reason?
 Everyone is positioned for another crash because the last one is still so painful and fresh in their memory

• The Austrian Money Supply expansion was decelerating rapidly from 2006-2008.  It currently is on the increase and at
a whopping 15% YOY rate.  This one factor, alone, almost completely rules out the chances of another major crash in
the short term

• Sentiment isn’t overly-bullish, which you would expect near market tops. Market Vane’s latest survey shows that only
75% of traders were bullish on gold

Pullbacks are always possible - and that's why we currently have 20-25% in cash - but don't unnecessarily fear the
crash.

A GOLD BUBBLE?  WHERE?

Those that say gold is in a bubble just aren't looking at the facts.

http://www.dollarvigilante.com/blog/2011/1/21/what-is-the-true-money-supply.html


Despite being in a bull market for more than a decade, total gold ownership as a percentage of individual's assets
remains at basically the same level it was at two decades ago.  It has only risen from 0.2% in 2000 to 0.7% in 2010
mostly as a function of the increase in the gold price.

In 2000 there was approximately $227 billion invested in gold.  But, based on gold price appreciation alone, that
number would increase to $1.18 trillion, or 0.6% of financial assets by the end of 2010.

In other words, after 10 years of being the world's biggest bull market, the total amount of world financial assets
invested in gold only increased by 0.1%!

Gold remains the world's quietest bull market.

The Markets
by Ed Bugos

 CURRENT MACRO OUTLOOK

SECTOR SHORT TERM MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM

 0-3 months 3-12 months 1 year+

US Stock Market Bearish Neutral Neutral

USD Index Neutral Bearish Bearish

US Treasury Bonds Neutral Bearish Bearish

Gold Neutral Bullish Bullish

Gold/Silver Stocks Bullish Bullish Bullish

Commodities Neutral Bullish Bullish

**Highlighted areas show change from last month.  Color shows in which direction it has moved from last month. 
Red=Downgrade Green=Upgrade

In the interest of keeping this month's issue from being inordinately long we are going to publish a separate edition of
the Interim Update this Sunday, April 3 with full comments on the markets as well as updates on stocks in our portfolio.

 

The Dollar Vigilante Portfolio
 by Ed Bugos

Stock/Investment Symbol Chart Last Price Reco Price Change Reco Date Original Writeup
        
JUNIOR MINERS        



Sabina Gold & Silver TSX:SBB Chart/Quote $5.84 $3.49 67.34% 8/15/2010 Click Here
Golden Star Resources NYSE:GSS Chart/Quote $2.97 $5.04 -41.07%9/15/2010 Click Here
Jaguar Mining NYSE: JAG Chart/Quote $5.22 $7.56 -30.95%10/18/2010 Click Here
Nautilus Minerals TSX: NUS Chart/Quote $2.81 $2.05 37.07% 11/29/2010 Click Here
Market Vectors Junior Gold MinersNYSE:GDXJ Chart/Quote $39.22 $36.18 8.40% 11/1/2010 Click Here
Gold Explorers ETF NYSE:GLDXChart/Quote $18.18 $17.80 2.13% 12/1/2010 Click Here
Merrex Gold TSXV:MXI Chart/Quote $0.55 $0.405 35.80% 12/1/2010 Click Here
B2Gold TSX:BTO Chart/Quote $2.98 $2.32 28.45% 2/1/2011 Click Here
        
AGRICULTURE & ENERGY        
Powershares DB Agriculture NYSE:DBA Chart/Quote $34.23 $25.98 31.76% 9/1/2010 Click Here
Global Uranium Fund TSX:GUR Chart/Quote $2.84 $2.14 32.71% 9/1/2010 Click Here
        
GOLD & GOLD MAJORS        
Central Fund of Canada NYSE: CEF Chart/Quote $22.37 $14.51 54.17% 8/1/2010 Click Here
Agnico Eagle NYSE:AEM Chart/Quote $66.35 $55.75 19.01% 8/1/2010 Click Here
African Barrick LSE:ABG Chart/Quote 543.42 570.50 -4.75% 3/1/2011 Click Here
Market Vectors Gold Miners NYSE:GDX Chart/Quote $60.10 $57.29 4.90% 11/1/2010 Click Here
 

NEW STOCK ADDITION TO THE TDV PORTFOLIO

Midway Gold (AMEX: MDW TSX-V: MDW)

Last Price: $1.82 USD

Midway is a company I have been tracking with some interest ever since it
joint ventured its Spring Valley discovery to Barrick Gold following the 2008
meltdown and financial crisis.

Spring Valley, a porphyry-diatreme hosted gold system in the Humboldt
Mountains, Nevada, is the company’s most developed and core asset with an
NI 43-101 compliant inferred resource of 1.8 million ounces gold at a grade of
0.72 grams per tonne calculated in March 2009.  Barrick Gold has spent
almost $10 million on the project so far and has committed to spending the
minimum $7 million in 2011 under a JV where it is earning 60% for exploration
expenditures totaling $30 million over 5 years.  The next year could be pivotal

for Barrick in deciding on whether it should continue with the JV.

It has the option to earn up to a total of 75% by spending an extra $8 million
in year 6 and carrying the company through a production “decision” (and
arranging financing for Midway’s share of construction expenditures).

Midway has asked Barrick to provide it with an updated resource estimate
based on the last two years worth of drilling the project.  It has discovered
several targets on the property since 2004 that it believes may be part of an
enormous gold deposit whose dimensions may stretch over a strike length of
as much as 4km with a width of more than 1,000 meters and depth tested to
almost 500 meters, implying significant tonnage.  If the grades hold up on the
infill drilling, it also implies significant ounces.

In February Barrick provided Midway with a partial exploration update for the
fourth quarter of 2010, which included a step out drill hole – 1.2 grams per
tonne over 12.2 meters showing “strong, relatively shallow Spring Valley-type
mineralization in similar structures and host rocks to the existing gold
resource” – 1.8km to the southeast on the other side of a parcel of claims it
just acquired.  It will be interesting to see what Barrick says in its update this
year but Spring Valley has dream target potential written all over it.
 Nevertheless, Spring Valley isn’t the only reason to buy this stock anymore.

The last time I looked at this company the Spring Valley asset was its present
and future, and with a net 25% of something that could potentially be a 5-10
million ounce deposit in Nevada it is a good asset.

But today Midway is an emerging gold producer story, and while the Spring
Valley project is a significant dividend it is no longer the company’s sole
future.  The story is simple.  It will develop resources where it already has
found some, then it will start producing.  What makes the story plausible?
 Over the last year the company brought two mining magnates on board...one

by the name of Roger Newell (in 2009) and the other by the name of Ken Brunk, who I’ve met.  Both happen to be
former Newmont executives.  But they’re not just any old cogs in the wheel.
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Midway Project Map - Click to Enlarge

Roger Newell led Newmont to Nevada back in the day, transforming it into one of the world’s largest gold producers.
 Ken Brunk joined Midway in December, and was Newmont’s Senior VP and Senior technical officer overseeing all of
the technical functions of the operating, mine planning, metallurgical development, projects, and engineering groups
within the organization for many years.  Interestingly Midway’s shares did nothing after the news, and frankly, we missed
the early buy signal in January when it issued 815,000 5-year options to directors and employees...the lion’s share
probably to Brunk.

The market likes it when people who can do things get their pockets lined with paper!

How are they going to get to production?  They will concentrate on developing
resources at three of their prospects: Pan, Midway and Gold Rock.

A news release dated February 18 issued by Stockwatch says the company’s
technical reports “failed the grade” - referring to the disclosures made by the
company on the Pan, Midway and Gold Rock projects since previous technical
reports were filed.

This probably relates to promotional material that forecasts production from these
three prospects by about 2013.  More specifically, regulators said some of the
ounces the company was boasting at the Midway and Gold Rock projects were not
compliant with the industry standard NI 43-101.  It has since published a compliant
estimate for the Midway project...revised for an underground operation.  It is only
about 35,000 ounces so far (instead of a near surface resource of about 65,000
ounces) but the grades are high, and the target – located at the intersection of the
Round Mountain/Goldfield and Walker Lane trends – is a low sulphidation epithermal
gold system hosting near vertical quartz-adularia-gold veins –with the potential for
bonanza veins “in a series of echelon clusters along a 1.5 mile northwest-trending
band of mineralization.”

At that time, Midway also withdrew its 415,000-ounce historical resource estimate for the Gold Rock project and
recently filed an NI 43-101 compliant technical report, which recommends additional drilling and data manipulation to
support an NI 43-101-compliant current mineral resource.  It is too early to discuss the details of a production plan, but
it will also shortly release the details of a revised prefeasibility study for the Pan project, which contains an estimated NI
43-101 compliant resource of about 635,000 ounces so far.  Midway thinks it can produce 45,000 ounces per year out
of this deposit at a total cash operating cost of around $450 per ounce and pre-production capital expenditures of
about $65 million...proposing a 10,000 tonne per day mining, crushing and leaching operation.

It has completed environmental baseline studies and negotiated a water rights agreement with a view to production
starting up in 2013.  But first it wants to prove there is at least a million ounces there, which it aims to establish with
more drilling, and a feasibility study in 2011.  The project is on the Battlemountain-Eureka trend in Nevada – home to
several 5-10 million ounce world-class deposits.

Midway still has a decent valuation at $60 in market cap per ounce relative to its peers, as you can see in the chart
above.  The company is a few years from producing but given the quality of its assets, and management, there is still
plenty of room on the upside to realize.  Juniors that produce 150,000 ounces of gold per year fetch valuations of up to
$1 billion.  We see no reason why Midway won’t become a billion dollar company under the stewardship of a couple of
old hats from Newmont toiling away in what might as well be their own backyard.

Expatriation of Ass & Assets
by Jeff Berwick

"Because you can't fight city hall, but you can leave town!"

 

A HIDDEN GEM: PARAGUAY
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Asuncion Dinner Bill - Click to Enlarge

Rivers in Paraguay - Click to Enlarge

As I flew into Asuncion, Paraguay, for the first time, a nice middle aged Paraguayan man who spoke excellent English
struck up a conversation with me.  It turns out he has lived in Asuncion his whole life and he owns a large shipping
company with offices in Paraguay and also in most surrounding countries and even as far away as Mexico.

Very quickly into the conversation he promoted me on all the benefits of doing business in Paraguay.  He made note
that Paraguay had the highest economic growth in South America since 2009 – something that may or may not be true,
as it is always hard to discern the truth from government GDP and inflation figures as noted in our blog here – but the
point he made was likely correct, that Paraguay has been doing relatively well.

He then made a comment that I heard from a few other Paraguayans later in the trip.  Apparently this is a source of
national pride.  He told me, “We are the only country in South America to never chop three zeros off our currency."

I looked down at my Paraguayan 100,000 Guarani note, worth about $24, and responded, “Oh… good for you,” half-
heartedly!

I took a picture of my receipt at a nice restaurant in Asuncion later in the trip
to show what your typical restaurant bill looks like, thanks to the Government
never having cut any zero’s off the currency.
 
186,000 Guarani, for a very nice dinner at one of the nicest restaurants in
Asuncion, Piagari, is about $44.

Getting back to his occupation and not having a lot of prior knowledge about
Paraguay I was surprised at his line of work.

Shipping?  Really?  In a land locked country, I asked?  He pointed out that
some shipping was conducted via the river systems which all flow out through
the Rio de la Plata which opens to as wide as 220 kilometers (140 miles) at its
mouth, with Montevideo, Uruguay on its northeast shore and Buenos Aires, Argentina on its southwest.

However, as I was about to find out, shipping, or more accurately,
importing/exporting is a large part of the Paraguayan economy.  The main
reason being that the Paraguay Government does not have many of the
large import taxes that neighbors such as Argentina and Brazil have, so large
amounts of electronics from Asia and other imports come in through
Paraguay and usually end up being exported, often below the government
radar, into Brazil and Argentina through the border city of Ciudad del Este.

I was sad that I didn’t have time on my trip to visit Ciudad del Este as it
sounds like my kind of place.  It is said that you can buy anything there.  It is
a real free market trading center.

Of course, if you listen to the CIA (the world’s most dangerous terrorist
organization) “Factbook” account of Paraguay you get a very different
connotation:

“Ciudad del Este is a locus of money laundering, smuggling, arms and
illegal narcotics trafficking, and fundraising for extremist organizations”

Money laundering?  If everything wasn’t illegal then you would never have to launder money.  It is only due to the
government’s anti-freedom laws and oppressive taxes that anyone would ever have to launder money.

Smuggling arms?  No one smuggles more arms, on the planet, than the CIA and the US Government.  They just don’t
like any competition.

Illegal narcotics trafficking?  Making plants and substances illegal is the true crime here.  Not to mention that the CIA is
usually involved in that, too.

The funniest, however, is that this area is supposedly, according to the CIA, a fundraising location for extremist
organizations!  Fundraising?  Like bake sales or charity car washes for Al Qaeda?

As usual, it is best to ignore government data and travel warnings as being the propaganda that they are – or as Doug
Casey says, “If the U.S. State Department… has an advisory against it… it is a guarantee that it’s exactly the time to go
”

From my limited exposure I highly recommend Paraguay as a place to live, reside and to become a citizen.

ECONOMY

Agriculture is the largest segment of the economy in Paraguay and thanks to Argentine Government taxes and export
duties, Paraguay surpassed Argentina (with 6 times the population of Paraguay) in beef exports for the first time ever in
January of this year.

It's top two exports, soya and beef, should remain strong for the foreseeable future.
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Itaipu Dam - Click to Enlarge

This, along with the world’s largest hydroelectric plant, the Itaipu Dam, which
provides all of the electrical needs for Paraguay (nine times over) and
generates substantial income in power sold to Brazil, is another major
economic factor for the country.

The Dam itself is called one of the Seven Wonders of the Modern World by
the American Society of Civil Engineers.

LIVING

What I saw on the ground in Villa Morra, a beautiful, tree lined residential
district in Asuncion was beautiful and upscale restaurants, shopping and
happy, healthy looking, beautiful people and families.

I spent some time in downtown Asuncion and it is fairly non-descript but if you
are looking for a place to live in comfort, with all the modern amenities and
luxuries, for quite cheap, consider the Villa Morra district in Asuncion.

Not many places in the world have a really care-free, happy vibe – especially in a capital city.  Most big cities (Asuncion,
at 500,000, could hardly be called ‘big’ but it is the biggest in Paraguay) usually have a cold feel to them.  Not in Villa
Morra.

Families, teens and even kids as young as 5 or 6, apparently unsupervised, all seemed completely at ease and happy
with nary a care in the world in this suburb of Asuncion.  Restaurants and shops were busy and everyone was friendly
and had a smile on their face.

This area of Asuncion is one of the nicer places I have been in all of Latin America and I wouldn’t hesitate to return and
even live in this area.

Prices are one of the highlights. Quality of things like food and accommodations is very high but prices are cheap.  In
its annual cost of living survey, Mercer Consulting named the Paraguayan capital as the cheapest large city in the world
for the fifth year running.

But perhaps the most compelling reason to want to live in Paraguay is the taxes – or lack thereof.  Value-added tax
(VAT) is the lowest in South America: 10% against 21% in Argentina, 23% in Uruguay, 19% in Brazil and 18% in Chile.
Corporate profit tax is 10%, while in the region the average is about 30%.
And you have to absolutely love this quote from Paraguayan Finance Minister, Dionisio Borda, in an interview which
can be seen here, “We have yet to introduce a personal income tax; we have been trying to do so since 2003, but
there is resistance.”

That quote alone puts Paraguay on my top 10 list of countries in which to live, reside or become a citizen!

RESIDENCY

One of the negatives for Paraguay is that many nationalities (Canada and the US and more) need to get a “tourist visa”
just to visit Paraguay.  It is rather funny that it is almost easier to get a Paraguay passport (see below) than it is just to
visit as a tourist!  However, the visa is quite easy to get.  I got mine at the Paraguay Embassy in Mexico City – it took
about 30 minutes and cost $65.  But it is irritating to have to visit a Paraguay Embassy every time you want to visit
Paraguay – and it is only for a maximum stay of 90 days.

The good thing, however, is that if you wish to live in Paraguay, getting a residency visa is not a very difficult process.
 You basically just need to provide them with your documents (Passport, birth certificate) and “proof of solvency” which
either means $5,000 USD in a bank account or ownership of property in Paraguay.

PASSPORT

Getting a passport in Paraguay may be the easiest of any country I have heard of.  Apparently all you need to do is
deposit $5,000 USD in a Paraguayan bank and apply for the passport.  You can even take the $5,000 out of the bank
once you have your passport.  It is so easy, in fact, that if I had known prior to my trip how easy it was I would have
applied for one while I was there!  

Instead I am going to do so when I next travel to the region in the fall.

A Paraguayan passport is a surprisingly good travel document.  It offers visa-free travel to 112 countries (see full listing
here).

CONCLUSION

Of the nearly 100 countries I have visited, Paraguay was one of the nicest and most pleasant.  It is, without question, a
hidden jewel in the world.  If you are ever in the region I highly recommend visiting and if you are looking for a country
in which to sit out TEOTMSAWKI, Paraguay should also be near the top of your list.  The only negative I can think of, in
this regard, is that apparently people such as George Bush and Margaret Thatcher have purchased large tracts of
land in Paraguay.  So, you risk having slimeball neighbors.  But they are probably buying for the same reason as us –
they know some tough times are coming for the western world and are looking to hide-out somewhere far away from the
turmoil.
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Dispatch From Within The Belly of the Beast
by Private Parts

Editor’s Note: We include these casual comments from a former US NCO (Non-Commissioned Officer) currently working as a
contractor of the US Government on the ground in Afghanistan as an eye-opening look into what American taxpayer dollars are
being used for in the “War on Terror”

Greetings from Tripoli!

Just kidding.  We’re still in Kabul.  Apparently, there’s a war going on here too.  I’m getting a little confused though.
 We’re killing for peace in so many places now, I’m losing track of just how many fronts we’re fighting on.  Hell, by the
time I finish writing this for TDV the Air Force will probably be dropping JDAMs in Amman.  Er, I forget, does Jordan have
oil?  Are any of our European allies at risk of losing their supply?  Is their monarchy one of the “good” corrupt regimes
or one of the bad ones?  Ok, scratch that.  We can bomb for democracy in Damascus instead.

I think my buddy (a NCO on his 4th combat tour) summed it up perfectly when he said, as we watched CNN’s coverage
of the air strikes in Libya at the DFAC, “Who knew that a dude with a Nobel Peace Prize could be so good at escalating
conflicts?”

Well, back over here in Obama’s “war of necessity”, Karzai backed off his threat to disband all private security
companies operating in the country, just as I predicted last summer.  Technically, it’s only a 12-month reprieve, but I’m
sure he’ll issue another 12-month extension when March ’12 comes around.

Karzai’s not stupid.  He knows that reconstruction and humanitarian agencies will flee in droves if their security teams
get kicked out.  So he’ll talk tough just enough to try to convince the gullible amongst his citizens that he’s not a puppet
of the west.  But in the end he’ll back down, because that’s what puppets do.

Karzai was able to save a bit of face this month though, or at least continue the charade of a functioning government,
when he announced several areas of the country would transition from US/NATO-led security to Afghan control later
this summer, well in advance of their 2014 transition goal.  The heavily Tajik-populated cities of Herat in the west (near
Iran) and Mazar-e-Sharif in the north (near Uzbekistan) were no-brainers, as were the sleepy provinces of Bamyan and
Panjshir, mostly Hazara and Tajik respectively.

But the handover of Lashkar Gah, Helmand province’s capital, was a bit of a surprise to me.  Just two years ago that
place was hell on earth and mostly under Taliban control (British forces had been woefully undermanned and under-
resourced in Helmand since the start).  Sure, after thousands of US Marines showed up the vast majority of Taliban
were quick to retreat, or quietly blend into the civilian population, so it made for a nice Pentagon propaganda news
story recently.  But does Karzai really think those retreating Taliban won’t pour right back into Helmand once they see
Afghan police and soldiers taking the lead?  Come on.

While the Taliban is no match for US forces on any given battlespace, the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) are
no match for the Taliban either.  And turning Lash’ over to the ANSF has disaster written all over it.  Whenever it is that
the US and Brits actually do pull out of Helmand, I give the ANSF six months before their entire force has either
deserted or defected en mass to the Taliban side.  And giving them six months may be too generous.

Over on the US front, Defense Secretary Gates was proud to announce $78 billion in Pentagon budget cuts (over 5
years).  And if my trusty Toughbook’s calculator is correct, that would be a whopping 1.5% cut in our annual $1+ trillion
deficits.  Thanks Bob for leading the charge on the path to austerity!  Although, considering the last off-budget
supplemental war bill gave them another $34 billion for FY2010, and at the current rate of spending here in
Afghanistan, those $78 billion in projected Pentagon cuts will have already been entirely offset by new supplemental
war spending by 2013.  So not exactly a “cut” in defense spending, no more than cutting up your Visa card while you
increase your MasterCard spending will decrease your overall level of debt.  

But don’t worry, there was some good news over here last month.  Well, not for the “coalition.”  There’s no good news
coming out of this place for them.  I’m talking about good news in the context of my own personal satisfaction, and for
all of us who realize the dollar’s collapse is inevitable and that all we can do is prepare our finances for it.  I just
received a nice thank you email from one of my contractor buddies here in A’stan.  I showed him how easy it was to buy
gold through Kitco last summer and apparently he’s been buying ever since.  He had me laughing though when he
described his wife’s reaction the last time they talked on the phone.  And according to him, it was right after she had
complained about how expensive gas was getting in the states.  He told me she then said, “Oh, and why do you keep
buying all these gold coins?!  What are we gonna do with this stuff?!”  Hah.  She may not realize it now, but I’m sure
she’ll be thanking him profusely later on down the road.

In closing, you are probably wondering why I didn't mention the so-called "kill squad" photos that have become news in
the US from the 5/2 Stryker Brigade.  The reason is that no one over here was really talking about it.  Those guys were
common knowledge like a year ago (I mean their investigation back in the US, their pending court martial, etc. was all
common knowledge a LONG time ago).  Granted, the release of their trophy photos was new, but considering that
stuff has happened in probably every war ever fought in the history of mankind (minus the use of cameras), I just didn't
think it was newsworthy.  I guess I'm too jaded.
 
What these photos do shine a light on, however, is a perfect example of, if you don't want the dregs of your society
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Maca

running amok in foreign lands, then you probably shouldn't vote politicians into office who will constantly send them
overseas.  Although, with modern technology and the fact that every dumbass brings his digital camera now on
missions, at least we have a better chance of catching them in the act.  In past wars, most murderous psychos were
free to return home to a hero’s welcome and blend back into society.

Best,

Private Parts

Survival & Health News & Notes
by Jeff Berwick

 

 

Subscribers know that TDV isn’t just about surviving and prospering during the coming monetary system collapse – but
also enjoying life to its utmost through it all.  It is for this reason that we include a “health” section in addition to just
surviving.  Because if you don’t have your health, you have nothing.

That has been my mantra throughout my life and still, to this day, if I felt that anything I do is causing me any health
issues (stress, lack of exercise due to amount of work, etc) I will quit whatever I am doing and focus on exercise and
diet until I am in a state of health once again.  Nothing is more important.  Money/wealth is purely secondary and in
many ways is just another way to ensure you have access to the lifestyle and diet which engenders excellent health.

As part of my self-education in health I have tried nearly every supplement, root, herb, hormone and chemical – to test
it for value.  That said, I now rarely ingest anything that is not natural.  I have found, through experience, that non-
natural chemicals can be very dangerous and that real, natural food works better anyway.

The only non-natural supplement I still take is a Nitrous Oxide supplement, called MRI NO2 Black, which I use for
energy and focus when in the gym (weights, not cardio).  I wrote about that in the July 2010 issue of TDV.

Other than that, the only 3 other supplements I take in addition to real, whole, organic (whenever possible) food are
resveratrol, maca and tongkat ali.  All three are natural occurring.

RESVERATROL

Resveratrol is a chemical compound found in certain plants. It is called a phytoalexin because plants naturally produce
it as an antibiotic substance to fight both bacteria and fungi. Plants containing resveratrol include the grapes and skins
of grapes that produce wine, raspberries, mulberries, blueberries and cranberries. Resveratrol can also be found in
peanuts, certain pine trees and in Japanese knotweed.

Many believe that resveratrol may have anti-aging properties.  Both I and my girlfriend (30 years old) began taking it a
few months ago and my girlfriend, in particular, loves it.  She says her skin is softer and her hair is healthier when she
takes it and she notices a noticeable difference when she stops taking it.  She says that my skin is noticeably younger
looking too when I take resveratrol.

It is also said to have cancer-preventive, anti-inflammatory, anti-infective and nerve protection properties.  Those below
age 30 probably don’t need to take resveratrol but anyone above 30 and especially above 40 will likely notice
regenerative effects.

Resveratrol is also known to improve the functioning of estrogen hormone and act as an effective enhancer of the
neuroendocrine system. This particular property makes resveratrol an excellent remedy among women, as women
usually witness reduced estrogen activity in their system after menopause and suffer from many adverse health effects
due to this shortage.

MACA

I discovered this plant from a TDV subscriber from Germany who sent me the product all the
way from Germany to Mexico just so I could try it.

Lepidium meyenii, or Maca, is a Peruvian hypocotyl that grows exclusively between 4000 and
4500 meters in the central Andes.  It is traditionally employed in the Andean region for its
supposed aphrodisiac and/or fertility-enhancing properties.  They say  maca was eaten by Inca
imperial warriors before battles.  Their legendary strength was allegedly imparted by
consuming copious amounts of maca, fueling formidable warriors.  The myth states that after a
city was conquered, the women had to be protected from the Inca warriors, as they became
ambitiously virile from eating such quantities of maca.

My German subscriber attests to its power and I have also noticed increased vigour from maca
and intend to keep consuming it.
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It is not the best tasting stuff but I put two teaspoons into my morning cereal or into plain yoghurt.

The Maca I use can be purchased here: http://amazonas-products.com/en/maca/maca-products.html  - I have used the
powder and have not tried the capsules.

TONGKAT ALI

I came across Eurycoma longifolia, commonly called tongkat ali, when I lived in
Thailand.  It is a flowering plant in the family Simaroubaceae, native to Indonesia,
Malaysia, and, to a lesser extent in Thailand, Vietnam and Laos.

It is, for all intents and purposes, the Asian version of Maca, from what I can tell.
 The scientific journal Nature referred to Eurycoma longifolia as Malaysia's home-
grown Viagra and cited "increased sexual desire, enhanced performance and
general well-being".   The British Journal of Sports Medicine reported on clinical
trials conducted on Tongkat Ali extract and the editor concluded:

“The results suggest that water soluble extract of Eurycoma longifolia Jack
increased fat free mass, reduced body fat, and increased muscle strength and
size, and thus may have an ergogenic effect.”

The important thing when buying Tongkat Ali is to ensure you get quality product at
sufficient dosages.  There are various extract strengths available in the market.
Typically its 1:50, 1:100 and 1:200 with 1:200 extract strength being the most
potent and also the more expensive one.  Most products sold in health food stores in North America have very low
dosages - sometimes well below 1:50.  Do some research on providers near to where you live to find the best quality
product at sufficient dosage.

Q&A: Ask The Dollar Vigilante
 

Q: What do you think the likelihood is of SDRs replacing the US dollar? - Derek A., San Francisco, USA

A: SDRs, or Special Drawing Rights, have been tried and failed already back in the late sixties and early seventies.
 The SDR is neither a currency, nor a claim on the IMF. Rather, it is a potential claim on the freely usable currencies of
IMF members.  Initially, the value of the SDR was defined as equivalent to a set weight in gold (0.888671 grams) but
after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in 1973, the SDR was redefined as a basket of currencies consisting of
the euro, Japanese yen, pound sterling, and U.S. dollar.  All four of those currencies are on our death watch so, in the
event that any/all finally collapse so will the theoretical value of the SDR.

Please email any questions or comments you have at any time to TDV@dollarvigilante.com and every month we will
endeavor to answer them either publicly or privately.

End Quote  
"There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch the currency. The

process engages all the hidden forces of economic law on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not
one man in a million is able to diagnose." - John Maynard Keynes
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